Junctions between lens cells in differentiating cultures: structure, formation, intercellular permeability, and junctional protein expression.
We previously described cultures of chick embryo lens cells which displayed a marked degree of differentiation. In this report, the junctions found between the lens fiber-like cells in the differentiated "lentoids" are characterized in several ways. Thin-section methods with electron microscopy first demonstrated that numerous, large junctions between lentoid cells accompanied the other differentiated features of these cells. Freeze-fracture techniques, including quantitative analysis, then revealed that (a) junctional particles were loosely arranged as is typical of fiber cells, (b) the population of individual junctional areas in culture was indistinguishable from that found in 10- to 12-day chick embryo lenses, and (c) apparent junction formation occurred during the development of the lens cells, with lacy arrays of particles being associated with fiber-like junctions. In addition, gap junctions with hexagonally packed particles, typical of lens epithelial cells, largely disappeared during the course of differentiation. Injection of tracer dyes into lentoid cells resulted in rapid intercellular movement of dye, consistent with functional cell-to-cell channels connecting lentoid cells. During the development of the lens cells in culture, as junction formation occurred, an increase of approximately eight-fold in MP28 protein was observed within the cells. These combined results indicate that (a) extensive lens fiber junctions and functional cell-to-cell channels are found between differentiated lentoid lentoid cells in vitro, (b) lens fiber junctions appear to form during the course of lens cell differentiation in culture, (c) a significant increase occurs in the putative junctional protein before the cultures are highly developed, (d) the increased levels of MP28 and junction formation may be required for the full expression of the differentiated state in the lens fiber cell, and (e) this culture system should prove to be valuable for additional experiments on lens junctions and for other studies requiring the development of lens fiber cells in vitro.